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This article is about the Valley of the Wolves franchise. For other purposes, see Valley of Wolves (disambigation). Valley of the WolvesSlaw osman SanavOriginal workValli Wolves (2003-2005)Films and TVFilm (s) Valley of Wolves: Iraq (2006)Muro: Damn Humanist Inside (2008)Valley of Wolves: Gladio
(2008)2009)Valley of Wolves: Valley of Wolves: Valley of Wolves: TV series Valley of Wolves (2003-2005) Valley of Wolves: Terror (2007)Valley of Wolves: Ambush (2007-2016) Wolf Valley (Turkish : Kurtlar Vadisi) - Turkish media franchise created by Osman Sonav, which was very popular, receiving
high marks for the television series and one of the highest box office in the history of Turkish cinema for the first film. The story of the production of the Valley of the Wolves (Turkish: Kurtlar Vadisi) is an original series created by Osman Sonav, who followed a Turkish intelligence agent working under the
alleged identity of Paul alemdar (Necati Sashmaz) trying to infiltrate the Turkish mafia. It ran for 97 episodes from 2003 to 2005. Valley of the Wolves: Iraq Home article: Valley of the Wolves: Iraq Valley of Wolves: Iraq (Turkish: Kurtlar Vadisi: Iraq) is a controversial 2006 spin-off film directed by Serdar
Akar, which follows Paul Alemdar (Necati Sashmaz) and his team as they go to northern Iraq during the occupation of Iraq to avenge the deaths of Turkish soldiers. His alleged anti-Americanism and anti-Semitism have attracted interest from the American and European media and other organizations
such as the Anti-Defamation League. It was released in turkey on February 3, 2006 (2006-02-03) and was one of the highest-grossing Turkish films of 2006. Valley of the Wolves: Terrorist Valley of Wolves: Terror (Turkish: Kurtlar Vadisi: Ter'ter) is a short-lived spin-off of the television series that followed
Polat Alemdar in his attempts to infiltrate Kurdish militant networks in Turkey. The first episode of the programme aired on the night of February 8, 2007 and received significant ratings, but the political reflection of Turkey's painful problems and the violence shown in the first episode provoked a sharp
reaction from rts (Supreme Council for Radio and Television). As a result, the series was canceled after its first episode, creating a controversy about censorship in Turkey. Valley of the Wolves: Ambush Valley of Wolves: Ambush (Turkish: Kurtlar Vadisi: Pusu) is the current spin-off television series that
was launched by Pana Film some time after the cancellation of the previous series, and has been running on Show TV since April 20, 2007. It has not yet encountered any responses from the RTPC and attracts high ratings. The new series deals with relations between the state, the mafia, the business
community and a deep state phenomenon in Turkey. In the story, Polat decides to wage a vigilante fight against four influential Turkish families who control the national economy by helping Ahu Toros, a young businesswoman who lost her father in a conspiracy by these families. Polat Alemdar's biggest
rival is Alexander the Great, who always lags behind him. The pock marries Ebra Duru and lives happily, but in subsequent episodes the situation worsens. The other two main actors are Memati and Abdulhay. Memati is a former specialized mafia (working at the time on Suleiman zaker), but now Memati
turns into a good man with a brave heart and a patriot, like Polat, he always follows the orders of Polat. Abdulhay looks like Polat, an agent working for Turkish intelligence and serving his country as a true patriot. The chief antagonist arrives after the third season and is called Aron Feller, a former CIA
agent and works in Turkey (or controls Turkey in some way). Shender Bojok is considered an antihero and Aron Feller is considered the main antagonist. After a long struggle-relationship against Eskender Byyik, Paul finally manages to kill his main enemy Eskender Byyuk, but he loses his wife Ebru and
his young daughter taken by Aron Feller to be brought up as a Christian in the United States. After the death of Seskender Byyik, Polat and his team face a new salary of enemies, they are trying to fight Kurdish terrorism, besides there is a new character, his name is Ersoy Uubey, Ersoy wants to take the
deep state of Turkey strength. His methods : terrorism and many relationships with major family leaders like Hashim Asha, Ozset Asha, Yashar Asha, etc. He creates a secret brotherhood to take over Turkey, but Polat and his team must now accept him. At the same time, Polat maintains his relationship
with the htiyarlar (elders), they give him new missions, and Polat is chosen as the defender of Turkey. After many episodes, Polat kills Ersoy and the chief antagonist Aron Feller, thus almost destroying Gladio. Through the upcoming episodes, the family of Suleiman zaker returns after 10 years and a new
character Kara is introduced, he was the old Polat Alemdar to Polat Alemdar, he also worked for Ikhtiyarlar. As the series goes on, many new characters make an appearance such as; In episode 161, Meth, Mete Ayur, Memdouh Baba, Zeref zazaoglu, Mete Aimar, et al. In episode 161, Memati is killed by
a mysterious group, the white elder Htiyarlara is also killed by the same mysterious group. Polat and his friends are in shock after Memati's death, they are lost and they can not take revenge. Now Htiyarlar must choose a new white elder, so Adil Eshrefoglu is elected, Adil Bey is the brother of Dogu
Erefoglu, Adila, Dogu and Aslan Akbey, who created a secret mission: Kurtlar Vadisi. After that, Polat had to deal with Beck. Adil tells him all about his past and he also tells him that he looked like Polata in his youth services. He says he formed with his brother Dogu Bey created by KGT (Turkish
intelligence service), he also tells Polat that he was the one who formed Aslan Akbey. It later emerged that Senser, one of the elders, was the mastermind behind the killings of Memati Bash and a former white elder. Senser and Adil Erefoglu were later executed on the orders of the elders. A new youth
team arrives in Turkey to help Polat complete his mission: Kurtlar Vadisi. After that, all the elders were executed as they disclosed. Paulat told one of his aides to kill himself because he had some secrets, and he meant that if he killed himself, it would be better for the state. After a while, Kahit decides to
betray Polat and join the secret organization Temple. He meets Safia Karahanli, where he tries to make her believe in him. Abdullah founded Hoca in the house of peace, being sad because of the death of Polat.As time goes on, Polat is still alive and he was chosen as the new Ichtiyarlar. Unfortunately,
he can't see his family because he's still dead. Kahit meets Margarete and joins a mysterious group. Later he will be introduced by Maestro Ronald and Inspector Kane.Two members of the White Elders were killed by the Templers, and eventually Cahit discovered that there is someone behind Maestro
Ronald, so His Majesty, who is the leader of this group. Kara's grandson was killed by Poyraz, where Cara seeks revenge. Polat helps Cara, and they finally killed Poyraz.Cahit contacted Timur, where Polat wanted to surprise him with his presence, but, by mistake, Polat was shot by Cahit.The Templers
learned that Abdullah was vice president of the White Elders, but so far they have not been able to decipher Polat.After the death of Inspector Kane, a member of the UN Mr.Key decided to avenge the death of his friend, where he killed many others. Ponat formed a new millitar team called Sia Sankak,
which in the future will help fraternal foreign countries. Kahit demolished the entire place and happily left with Kara.Suddenly, in episode 229. Abdullahey was killed in the explosion and a bomb was planted in the KGT office. Mr. Kay was finally assassinated by Akif.The new Turkish baron Fehmi
Kuzuzadeh, Fekhmi on many occasions tried to form a council in order to rule Turkey, which was later assasineted by Polat himself. There were new enemies, such as John Smith, Tilki Andrew from the past series, Saghir, Sadiq Britani and others. was introduced the Ebola virus, where he ordered Siyah
Sancak to be killed as commander. In episode 233. Omer died after suffering a heart attack in the middle of prayer at a mosque. In episode 244.Nazife was poisoned by Professor Martin.Polat was kidnapped by Templers, where he had the opportunity to speak with His Majesty, where he offers Polat to be
the ruler of Turkey under the leadership of the organization. The pot escapes and succeeds with Cahit, he kills His Majesty and takes his mysterious staff. Polat marries Leila in episode 262.Unfortunately, Leila died in an explosion during her honeymoon with Polat. Muro: Damn Humanist Inside Home
Article: Muro: Damn Humanist Inside Muro: Damn Humanist Inside (Turkish: Muro: Muro: Lanet Olsun znsangis) is a 2008 spin-off film, directed by zbeir Sashmaz, starring Mustafa Tshtundash and Zefik Onatoglu, both two revolutionarys recently released from prison. The film, which was released in
Turkey on December 5, 2008 (2008-12-05), is the third highest-grossing Turkish film of 2008. Valley of the Wolves: Gladio's main article: Valley of the Wolves: Gladio's Valley of the Wolves: Gladio (Turkish: Kurtlar Vadisi: Gladio) is a 2009 spin-off of the 2009 film directed by Sadullah zenturk, who follows
retired intelligence agent Iskender Bovuk (MusaUzunlar) when he decides to hit back at his one-time employer by revealing everything he knows about Gladi. This concerns Turkey's long-standing adventures with deep state and illegal formations embedded in the state and aimed at allowing moviegoers
to look closely at the deep gangs that tried to wake up and divide Turkey with subversive plots, according to Bethul Akkaya Demirbash in today's zaman. It was released in turkey on November 20, 2009 (2009-11-20) and was the fifth highest-grossing Turkish film of 2009. Valley of the Wolves: Palestine
Main Article: Valley of the Wolves: The Palestinian Valley of wolves: The Palestinian Valley of Wolves: Palestine is a 2011 spin-off of the 2011 film directed by zbeir Sashmaz, who follows Paul alat Alemdar (Nekati Sashmaz) and his team as they go to Israel to hunt down and shoot down an Israeli military
commander who planned to attack and attack Gaza. The cultural impact of Kurtlar Vadisi has become a hit with its references to Turkish politics, its unabashed abuse of social sensitivity to patriotism, and with unprecedented scenes of violence that included murder and torture on television, reviewer of the
Daily News' Emrah Guler. Not unlike John Wu's face/off a secret Turkish agent goes through a lot of plastic surgery to infiltrate the mafia, along with a gunman who walks surefooted in this filthy underworld, continues: Two people go through trials of any kind, so that Polat becomes the next baron to break
them apart. The hype eventually got so great that the final episodes featured Andy Garcia as the great American mafia boss and Sharon Stone as his wife, eventually lending a kiss to our hero. The lead character, Oma Guler, was in the image of a mafia-macho Turkish guy, according to The Daily News
reviewer Emra Guler, and was delighted with unemployed and disillusioned young people across Turkey. Guler describes him as the Turkish equivalent of the 24th Jack Bauer, entangled in a deep state disguised as a mafia boss. A short and ordinary species, according to Guler, Polat has a self-
determined sense of justice that included the hanging of traitors in the center of Istanbul. The series has reached such a cult status that many young people have officially changed their names to Polat Alemdar, Guler concludes. The show was dubbed in Syrian Arabic and turned out to be one of the most
popular Turkish dramas to be duplicated in Arabic. Controversy Episode Valley of Wolves: An ambush that depicted Israeli Mossad agents spying inside Turkey and kidnapping Turkish babies has been sharply criticized by the Israeli government and media. The Turkish government's refusal to act at
Israel's request for stricter censorship of the show contributed to a deepening scandal between the two countries, culminating in Turkey's threat to recall the ambassador to Israel, Ahmet Oguz Celikkol, following a controversial diplomatic meeting with Israeli Deputy Foreign Minister Danny Ayalon in
January 2010. See also the movie portal Turkey portal Ayrylyk zahra Blue Eyes Links - Anti-Defamation League: ADL continues to voice concerns about the anti-Jewish and anti-Islamic climate in Turkey - This week in cinemas. Today's zaman. 2008-12-06. Archive from the original to 2012-10-08.
Received 2010-02-24. Guler, Emrah (2009-11-11). Movie Week: New Moon over Twilight. Turkish daily news. Received 2010-08-11. This week in theaters. Today's zaman. 2009-11-21. Received 2010-08-11. Akkkay Demirbash, Betel (2009-11-22). Movies carry Turkey hot questions on the big screen.
Today's zaman. Received 2010-08-11. a b c Guler, Emrah (2009-11-26). 'Valley of the Wolves' hopes to cause more nationalism. Turkish daily news. Received 2010-08-11. Kyosel, Buenyamon (2010-08-15). Valley of the Wolves: Palestine. Today's zaman. Archive from the original 2012-08-14. Received
2010-08-15. Valley of the Wolves: Palestine could lead to more crisis. Today's zaman. 2010-01-14. Received 2010-07-30. 'Valley of the Wolves' sets a November 5 release date. Today's zaman. 2010-07-28. Received 2010-07-30. CNN.com question: Israel slams for the TV series and BBC News: Israel
rebukes Turkey for Series External Links www.kurtlarvadisi.com www.kurtlarvadisipusu.com Wolf Valley on IMDb extracted from mafia 1 kurtlar vadisi modu full indir
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